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1 . Introduction .

Much of economic theory is concerned with the study of linear prices, in

which the buyer pays to the seller an amount proportional to the quantity

bought. Vertical relationships between manufacturers and retailers (or

wholesalers), however, often do involve more complex contracting arrange-

ments, broadly named "vertical restraints". These range from simple non-

linear prices — for instance, the imposition of a franchise fee — to in-

struments that restrict intrabrand- or interbrand-competition, such as exclu-

sive territories and exclusive dealing.

The natural theoretical framework to study these restraints is the prin-

cipal-agent one. Indeed, we would argue that this area is one of the most

important fields to be covered by the principal-agent paradigm- First, such

contracts are somewhat more explicit than in a number of other areas of ap-

plication of the paradigm, so that data can be obtained more easily. Second,

vertical restraints are important business strategy instruments; and (because

of this, together with their observability) they are the object of many poli-

cy interventions (antitrust suits). Industrial organization theorists have

long recognized this, as we will see below.

To balance the title of this paper, we should mention that principal-

agent theory, in its current state, is not a panacea. On the one hand, a

niunber of restraints are connected with the existence of intrabrand or inter-

brand competition, while most of the existing principal-agent theory is con-



cemed with a competition- free output. On the other hand, potential arbi-

trage between retailers as well as legal constraints often restrict the set

of contracts that a manufacturer can offer to his retailers. Thus, the study

of vertical restraints has evolved rather independently of the principal-

agent theory (actually, many of the ideas evoked here were suggested before

this theory even existed). We will try to explain the difference m empnasis

between the theory and its application.

The purpose of this paper is to survey and classify some ideas associ-

ated with vertical restraints.^ We will discuss their rationale (the issue

of "private desirability") and mention their social consequences (that of

"social desirability"). In section 2, we define the main restraints.

Section 3 looks at what we call "control problems", which is the struc-

ture of most contributions on vertical restraints. There, it is assumed that

there is nothing stochastic in the environment, which is known before the

parties sign the contract. Some actions taken by the involved parties (main-

ly by the retailer) are not observable (or verifiable in a court). We first

identify the externalities (between the producer and the retailer, or between

retailers or bexween producers) associated with linear prices. Which verti-

cal restraints are especially adequate to correct these externalities then

follows.

Section A discusses the new features associated with uncertainty.

There, it is assumed that the parties sign contracts under symmetric

The paper is not meant to give a comprehensive treatment and list of

references, but rather to discuss the methodology and leit-uiotivs of the

literature. For a fairly complete and clear overview of the development
of the theory of and evidence on vertical restraints, see Caves [l984j-

See also Blair and Kaserman [l983]'s comprehensive treatment.



information, but that, after signing, the retailers have superior information

about the "environment" (retail cost or local demand). It is noticed that

vertical restraints may not be privately desirable (i.e., not specified by

the contracts). And, it is shown that, even if they are privately desirable,

they may not be socially desirable. We explain this by the link between

uncertainty and the consumer price's average level and flexibility to demand

and cost shocks.

Section 5 concludes with a few remarks about the case in which the par-

ties have asymmetric information when signing contracts, which has received

little attention in the context of vertical restraints.

2. Linear urices vs. vertical restraints.
-

Let us first start with a basic framework and notation. We will later

enrich the model (and the notation).

a) Basic Framework: There is a single supplier, called a manufacturer. He

produces an intermediate good at constant unit cost c, is the only producer

of this good, and sells it to a single retailer. The retailer resells the

product and, to simplify, has no retailing cost (we will introduce a constant

unit retail cost y when we discuss uncertainty). Formally the retailer,

after signing the contract, has a monopoly on a technology that transforms

one unit of intermediate good into one imit of final good, p denotes the

wholesale (intermediate) price and q the consumer (final) price, z denotes

the quantity bought by the retailer; it also denotes the final consximption,

if the retailer does not throw any intermediate good away. T^ie downward

sloping demand function is denoted x = D(q) (we will later assume that demand

also depends on a promotional effort e exerted by the retailer:

X = D(q,e)).



MANUFACTURER

RETAILER

X = D(q)

Figure 1

Let us now define some of the most common contracting forme between

manufacturers and retailers:

A linear price is a contract specifying only a payment T(z) »= px from

the retailer to the manufacturer, i is the retailer's choice.

A franchise fee A gives rise to the simplest example of a non-linear

price (or payment function). The retailer then pays T(z) = A + pz. See

below for a discussion of more general non-linear prices and of their

relevance here.

Resale price maintenance (HPM) is a provision in the contract dictating

the choice of the final price q to the retailer. Variants of this restraint

are the imposition of a price ceiling: q. *«
q. » or of a price floor: 1 > ^

(EPM is thus a price ceiling plus a price floor, such that _q^
= q)

.

Quantity fixing specifies the amount x to be bought by the retailer.

Variants of this restraints are quantity forcing: x > _x and quantity ration-

ing: X < X . Note that, if demand is known and depends on the final price



only, and if the retailer cannot throw the good away, quantity forcing is

equivalent to a price ceiling and quantity rationing to a price floor (and

quantity fixing to RPM)

.

Before enlarging the model and defining further common vertical re-

straints, let us pause and discuss why the theory has focused on such primi-

tive restraints and when these restraints can be imposed. The most obvious

cause of the focus is that these restraints are simple and commonly used.

But also they may not be as primitive as they look in the environments in

which they have been studied.

Consider first a control environment, i.e., a deterministic environment

(see section 5 for more details). The manufacturer's concern is to ensure

that the retailer picks the "right actions" (for instance, final price or

promotional effort). The retailer's decision is, in general, dictated by the

marginal price at which he pays the intermediate good. But, in a control

environment, the amount of intermediate good consumed and thus, its marginal

price can be foreseen perfectly. Then there is no loss in adopting a two-

part tariff, i.e., a franchise fee plus a fixed marginal price (at least if

the retailer's objective function is concave); so there is no point

considering more complex non-linear prices. This vindicates the focus on

franchise fees in the contributions discussed in section 3*

This justification of two-part tariffs does not hold in a stochastic

environment. As is well-known in both adverse selection^ and moral hazard^

^See, e.g., Baron-Myerson [l982], Sappington [l982] and Laffont-Tirole

[1954] in regiilatory contexts.

^See, e.g., Holmstrom [l979], Shavell [l979] and Grossman-Hart [l983].



theories, a constant marginal price in general is not desirable. So the

manufacturer may wish to use more complex non-linear prices. However, arbi

trage may prevent him from doing so. If there are several retailers (e.g.,

in different markets or geographical areas), the latter may "bootleg" and

prevent a total price discrimination. While it is easy to control the quan-

tity bought directly by the retailer, it is much harder to observe tne quaii-

tity he actually sells. The conventional result is that, with lots of arbit-

traging buyers, the upstream unit can only charge linear prices. In the

present context, however, the manufacturer can usually observe whether the

retailer carries his product, and thus can demand the payment of a franchise

fee (as long as courts confirm this right). Thus, two-part tariffs can be

used despite arbitrage.

This brings us to the following trivial, but important, point: the set

of vertical restraints that can be used in practice, depends on the informa

tional environment, i.e., on what can be observed and enforced by the manu-

facturer (if the enforcement mechanism is associated with the legal system,

court must also be able to verify the manufacturer's information). So, for

instance, E?M is not doable if the retailer can give hidden discounts to his

customers.** Similarly, quantity fixing is somewhat meaningless in an envi-

ronment in which the retailers arbitrage. The vertical restraints

^Discounts may also affect non-monetary (less observable) dimensions of
exchange between retailer and customers. Also, even if discounts can be

observed by the manufacturer, such price control may be prohibitively
costly. Suppose that one of the retailers' roles is to analyze customers
so as to price discriminate between them (the manufacturer knowing only
the distribution of tastes in the population of customers). A full

control of the retailer's pricing policy then requires knowing ex-post
the whole distribution of prices that he charged, which is very costly

for the manufacturer and the court to assess (in other words, the latter
cannot save on monitoring costs by inspecting randomly)

.



literature, like most of the Principal-Agent one, assumes that relevant

variables can be monitored at zero or infinite cost. The zero-one nature of

enforceability is a convenient, but extreme assumption.

b) Intrabrand competition .

Let ut: nov introduce tne possibility of conipe^itiori oexween several

retailers on tne same market. The new type of restraint that can be used by

the manufacturer is exclusive territories, which divides the final market

between the retailers (a similar restraint is a limit on the density of re-

tailers) :

MANUFACTURZR MANUFACTUEZR

Retailed Retailer 2

> C "y iro TO*
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Territories can be understood in a spatial sense, but also more broadly in a

market segmentation sense (for instance, public vs. private markets). Need-

less to say, the informational requirement for such a restraint to be fea-

sible is strong. For example, in the spatial interpretation of the model,

the manufacturer must be able to trace customers and to prove (in case of

cheating) that the retailer was aware of tneir origin (cr, if ne was not,

that it was cheap for him to obtain this information). Thus, exclusive ter-

ritories are more commonly used when the downstream units are wholesalers.

Let us, however, note that the allocation of a retail monopoly situation (in

an isolated territory) serves the purpose of exclusive territories. A

similar remark can be made about refusals to deal.

c) Several inputs .

Let us assume that the downstream unit uses several inputs to produce

the final good. Here, the downstream unit can be a manufacturer. It can

also be a retailer who sells complementary products to the customer. A new

restraint specific to this feature is a tie-in, in which one of the input

suppliers forces the downstream imit to purchase the other inputs from him

(to be precise we should distinguish between "bundling", which fixes the

quantities of other inputs per unit of manufacturer input, and "requirements

contracting" , in which the manufacturer simply requires that the retailer

buys the other inputs from him. The distinction matters under uncertainty).



All intermediate products are thus tied. In particular, he can charge prices

for the other inputs that differ from their market prices.

Manufacturer
of

Input 1

Manufacturer
of

Input 2

Manufacturer
of

Input 2

Fieure 3: Tie-in.

d) Inter crang connetition .

The retailer may sell goods that are close substitutes to the one sup-

plied by the manufacturer. The latter may then i-ipose exclusive dealing on

the retailer, which prevenxs him from selling goods that directly compete

•fc-~n tne manzrac roauc

This certainly does nc- exhaust the lis" cf possitle ccn.":rac~ual provi-

sions vhich de'Dsnds en the environment. ?cr instance if tne manufacturer

is in charge cf national advertising fcr the product, the contract may in-

clude a provisicn ccnceming such expenses; etc....

Let UE conclude this tresentation bv savins a fev vcrds about the (al-

ways cnangingj i5ga_ status ci these restra:.ntE m the ^.:i.

^Another (and very different) degree of freedon ccncerning mterbrand
competition is the length of ccntracts, cr the level of penalties for
breach cf contract (on tr.is, see Aghion-Bolton ^19S5j)'
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chise fees are legal; indeed, we may reserve the term "vertical restraint"

for other restraints. RPM is currently illegal while exclusive territories

after having been forbidden are now subject to the rule of reason. Tie-ins

are Illegal.

5. ^ Control environmenxs .

By "control environment", we mean a situation in which the contract

between the manufacturer and the retailer is signed when all the relevant

information about the environment is known and public. So there is no exo-

genous uncertainty. While the principal-agent literature has focused on

situations with uncertainty, most of the papers on vertical restraints deal

with control environments. There are good reasons for this; models that are

usually studied in the principal-agent literature are often so simple that

the control problem (described below) is trivial.^ To the contrary, the

study of mildly complex control environments with vertical restraints has

yielded interesting insights for business strategy. The study of control

environments can furthermore be considered as a first step in the study of

more complex problems (in which uncertainty plays a role). It thus becomes

important to master the control issues.

The problem considered in the control literature is the following. A

number of (possibly dependent) variables must be chosen by the vertical

structure: quantity purchased by the retailer, consumer price, effort, re-

tail location, wholesale price, franchise fee, etc. ... But only a subset of

these variables can be observed and be used in the contract. These variables

For instance, the observable variable is output, and the unobservable
variable is effort. If the production function is deterministic, effort

is easily controlled — for instance, through a minimum output level

reauirement.
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are called inati^ments . Neit, we define targets. To this purpose, let us

call aggregate profit the sum of the manufacturer's and the retailer's pro-

fits. The targets form another subset of choice variables, which are those

directly affecting the aggregate profit. Promotional effort and the retail

price are targets. The franchise fee and the wholesale price are not, be-

cause they do not directly affect the aggregate profit." The control

problem consists in knowing how to use the instruments to reach, or come

close to, the desired values of the targets (see the remark below for a dis-

cussion of what is meant by "desired"). The literature actually often looks

at when there are "enough" instruments to obtain the maximum aggregate profit

or vertically integrated profit, i.e., the aggregate profit that would obtain

if all choice variables were costlessly observable and specified in the con-

tract. Rathewson-Vinter [l982, 1984] then say that the set of instruments is

sufficient .

• Remark on franchise fees ; If the manufacturer can impose a franchise fee

on the retailer, in the absence of uncertainty, only a "constrained-efficient

conxract" is signed. A constrained efficient contract is a contract that

maximizes the aggregate profit subject to the incentive constraints

(decentralization of actions) (see below for the double marginalization

example, in which, because of the absence of a franchise fee, gains from

trade between the manufacturer and the retailer are not realized). This

property also holds if the manufacturer and the retailer bargain over the

contract, i.e., bargaining affects only the level of liomp-sum payment (fran-

'^They directly only affect "internal" transfers. They may indirectly

affect targets through incentives, but this is irrelevant to the present
classification.
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chise fee). Below we will assume that the manufacturer chooses the

contract. This makes sense if there exists a competitive supply of potential

retailers.

Franchise fees often have no incentive effects, although they do when

the manufacturer cannot impose the number of retailers (it then has an effect

on entry and is an instrument). Even though we may use tne word in other

circumstances, we will mainly define "targets" for situations in which a

franchise fee is imposed (the basis for the definition of optimal targets is

then the aggregate profit).^

Our "control environment" is similar to Tinbergen [1952]'b economic

policy problem. Tinbergen studied how policy instruments could be used to

reach macroeconomic targets.

Considering control environments has two trivial, but important

consequences. First, risk aversion plays no role, as everything can be

foreseen when signing the contract.^ Second, in a control environment,

restraints that are feasible, costless to enforce, and considered in a), b),

c) are always privately desirable .
^'' The proof is obvious. For any

contract, the two parties can foresee the actions that

°In the absence of a franchise fee, the basis for optimal targets is the
manufacturer's profit if the latter imposes the contract.

^Sisk aversion may play a role even in the absence of exogenous uncer-
tainty, because the players in the post- contract game, if any, (e.g.,

between two competing retailers; or between the retailer and the manu-
facturer when both choose effort levels) may choose mixed strategies.

In the contributions described below, this phenomenon, however, does not
occur.

^Exclusive dealing may not be privately desirable, for instance, be-

cause the fixed cost of having one's own network of retailers may be

prohibitive, or because of consumer search (in the snirit of Stahl

Il980]).
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they will choose. Fixing them in advance, when feasible, can do no harm to

the vertical structure^ (note that this holds even if the set of

instruments is not sufficient).

Let us now see how these concepts apply to various environments. For

each environment, we start with the choice cf actions D}' a vertically inte-

grated structure, then define the externality associated with linear prices,

and lastly, give various restraints that can be used to correct the external-

ity (contingent on being feasible and effective, of course).

a) Basic structure .

We first study the one manufacturer-one retailer structure considered

above.

a1 ) Let us begin with a classic issue: double marginalization (Spengler

[1950]). The vertical structure's only target is the consumer price. The

vertically integrated quantity x and final price 0^ are determined by:

X = D(q ) and q maximizes {(q-c)D(q)} .

Consider the decentralized structure and the retailer's choice of the

consumer price under a linear wholesale price: T(x) = px . The retailer

maximizes {(q-?)D(q)}. To make a profit, the manufacturer charges p>c, which

implies that the consumer price chosen by the retailer satisfies q>q .^^

Because of two successive marginalizations, the consumer price exceeds the

'^In asyTimietric cases (for instance, in the case of intrabrand competi-

tion with asymmetric retailers), the restraints may be retailer-contin-
gent (e.g., EPM specifies different consumer prices for different re-
tailers). But this does not affect the general proposition.

12(q^-c)D(q^) > (q-c)D(q) and (q-?)D(q) > (q°-p)D(q^) imply that
(p-c) (D(q"')-D(q) ) > and therefore, qJ'q"'. The strict inequality is
obtained if the monopoly price is unique.
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vertically integrated price. The externality comes from the fact that the

retailer does not take the manufacturer's marginal profit {(p-c)D'(q)} into

account.

To keep the consumer price (target) down to q , the manufacturer may

use:

• a franchise fee: trie manufacturer can flvoid a distortion at the wholesale

level by charging p=c and recovering the retailer's profit by using a fran-

chise fee (a = (q -c)D(q )). The retailer is then the "residual claimant for

the aggregate profit". The marginal cost he faces (c) is the true marginal

cost of the vertical structure. Thus, he takes the "right decision". This

is, indeed, a very general principle: in a basic control environment in

which all non controllable actions are taken by the retailer, making the

latter the residual claimant maximizes aggregate profit and is optimal.

Thus, the franchise fee and the wholesale price are sufficient instruments.

This simple result also applies in the examples considered in a2) and aj).

It also holds under uncertainty if the retailer is risk neutral (see section

4).

• or RPK: fixing the retail price at q clearly solves the double marginal-

ization problem. Actually, a price ceiling (q<q ) — or equivalently quanti-

ty forcing (x>x ) — suffices. To recover the retailer's profit without

m
using a franchise fee, the manufacturer can charge a wholesale price p=q .

a2) Let us introduce a promotional effort e exerted by the retailer. The

effort costs him a monetary equivalent (j)(e) per unit of output, and is not

observed by the manufacturer. The demand function is x = D(q,e). e can be

thought of as a pre-sales service.

The vertically integrated consumer price q and effort e maximize

{(q-c-(t)(e))D(q,e)}
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Under linear pricing, the manufacturer charges a wholesale price p>c.

Thus, for any consumer price q, the retailer's profit margin (q-p) is smaller

than the vertical structure's profit margin (q-c). Hence, the retailer's

incentive to exert effort is too small. This externality generalizes the

double marginalization one. Here, the retailer also does not take into ac-

count tne extra profit for the manufacturer associated with an increase in

effort ((p-c) — j.

To encourage more effort and obtain the vertically integrated profit,

the vertical structure can make the retailer a residual claimant (p-c,

A = max {(q-c-i})(e) )D(q,e) }) , as noted above. Notice that, in this particular
q,e

case, adding one target (effort) does not require more instruments. Quantity

forcing is also a sufficient instrument: It suffices that the manufacturer

chooses p=q - 4i(e ) and z=x (the retailer obtains a zero profit by charging

q and exerting effort e , and the manufacturer's profit is the monopoly

profit. See Mathewson-Vinter (1984)).

Remark on bilateral effort : Suppose that the manufacturer also chooses some

level of effort (one can think of brand advertising, for example), at total

monetary cost <|'(S). Demand can be written z = D(q,e,E), and increases with

the two levels of effort. Let (q , e , E ) maximize {(q-c-(t)( e) )D(q,e,E)

-(|;(E)}. If E can be contracted for, no new problem arises. If E cannot be

observed and q and e are chosen by the retailer (simultaneously with the

manufacturer's choice of E) , the two-part tariff that makes the retailer a

residual claimant is no longer sufficient. The absence of manufacturer's

profit margin leads to a minimal level of effort E (zero, say).

The moral hazard problems associated with the choice of e and E can be

solved through two-part tariffs if both are residual claimants, i.e., if the

retailer's profit margin is equal to (q-c-4)(e)), and the manufacturer's one
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is equal to (q -c-^{e )], where q and e are the vertically integrated price

and the retailing effort. But this is feasible only if there exists a third

party who plays the role of a "marginal source" , paying the manufacturer

{(q''''-(J)(e ))x}, while the retailer pays the source (A+cx}, where A = (q -c

-(tjCe") )D(q , e , E ).^^ This solution may be hard to implement as, first,

side transfers of good x may be hard to observe for the source, and second,

and more generally, there is scope for a coalition between the manufacturer

and the retailer (the vertical structure's profit margin becomes ((q-c-4)(e))

+ (q -c-4)(e ))) and thus exceeds the one without source. Thus, a coalition

between a manufacturer and a retailer leads to "too much" output and to a

negative profit for the source).

a5) As a last example, let us take a model with several inputs , which resem-

bles much the previous two cases. Suppose that the retailer uses two inputs,

the manufacturer's good and another intermediate good produced competitively

at cost (and sold at price) c'. Aside from the final price, the downstream

unit (retailer) must choose inputs x and x' to produce output y = f(x,x').

The demand function is y = D(q) (we here distinguish the quantity of the

intermediate good and that of the final good). The two inputs are substi-

tutes in the production fxmction. The vertical structure's maximum profit is

given by: max {D (f (x,x' ) )f(x,x' )-cx-c'x' } • Ijet x and x' denote the

x,x'

solution.

Under linear pricing, again the manufacturer chooses a wholesale price

p>c. So the relative price of inputs for the retailer (p/c'} exceeds the

true relative price {c/c' } for the vertical structure. The retailer thus

substitutes towards the other input, and consumes xoo little of the manufac-

turer's intermediate good.

^^On moral hazard in teams and the role of third parties, see Holmstrom

[1982].
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To reach the maiimum aggregate profit, the retailer again can be made

the residual claimant (p-c, A^D (f(x ,x' ) )f (x ,i' )-cx -c'x' ). Alterna-

tively, the manufacturer can impose a tie-in, together with RPM. The tie-in

allows the manufacturer to impose the true relative price of inputs p/p'

=c/c', by charging a price p' for the substitute in excess of its market

price c' (a royalty on output is another means of avoiding input price dis-

tortion). Subject to this condition on relative prices, and adding RPM:

q=q , p and p' can be chosen so that, i) the vertically integrated profit is

realized and, ii) the retailer makes no profit, at least if the production

function f exhibits constant returns to scale. For further details, see

Burstein [l960], Schmalensee [l973], Blair-Kaserman [l978] and Winter (1985).

Note that, for instance, Blair and Kaserman' s presentation has no RPM,

because perfect competition at the downstream level eliminates the second

marginalization

.

Remark on welfare aspects : These three textbook cases all have the following

in common: under a linear price, the manufacturer's wholesale price exceeds

his marginal cost. Hence, the externality associated with the retailer's

decisions goes towards too low a level of effort or of a consumption of the

intermediate good and too high a consumer price. Thus, instruments that

correct the externality also benefit the consumer.

b) In~rabrand competition .

b1 ) Let us begin with the simplest case of intrabrand competition. The

number of retailers is exogenously given, say two. The retailers cover the

same market; they may or may not be differentiated. With non-differentiated

retailers, the consumer chooses the lowest price or the best price-service
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combination. With differentiated retailers other attributes (such as loca-

tion) matter, and the demand for a retailer's product is not perfectly elas-

tic. We will assume that the retailers are Bertrand-Nash competitors, in

order to highlight the competitive aspects of the situation. Forms of (pos-

sibly non-cooperative) collusion between the retailers would to some extent

bring us back to the one- retailer case. Similarly, we will for the moment

ignore exclusive territories, which also tend to lead to the one- retailer

case.

Let us assume that the retailers are not differentiated. Under linear

pricing, if the manufacturer charges p, Bertrand competition between the

retailers avoids the second marginalization, so q=p. Thus, by charging the

/ \ m
linear price T(z} = q x, the manufacturer obtains the vertically integrated

profit (while either RPM or a franchise fee would be needed under exclusive

territories). If retailers are differentiated, there exists a second margin-

alization, and RPM then can be used to remedy this.

Let us next consider the case in which the retailers compete through

services (efforts) as well. And let us first assume that the service cost is

proportional to the number of customers actuaily served. Let (J)(e) denote

this unit service cost. This level of service is a choice variable for each

retailer. Consumers consume the product of only one retailer. Let S(q,e)

denote the consigner's net surplus at price q and retail service e (note that

-— = -D(a,e)). Retailers are not differentiated. The ex-oosition here fol-
oq

lows Caillaud-Rey (unpublished notes).

The vertically integrated profit is obtained by maximizing

{(q-c-(t)(e) )D(q,e) } over q and e. Note in particular that, as usual, the

choice of effort is dictated by its influence on the demand function.

Under a linear price T(x)=px, Bertrand competition leads to the maximi-

zation of the consumer's net surplus S(q,e) under the zero-profit constraint
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q « p+(ti(e) (consumer price equals wholesale price plus unit service cost).

Even though retailers are non-differentiated, the vertically integrated pro-

fit cannot be reached with a linear price. It is still true that for a given

level of effort, the manufacturer c£in, by a judicious choice of p, lead to

the vertically integrated consumer price q without leaving a surplus to the

retailers. The problem comes from tne choice of effort. Competitive retail-

ers choose effort with the consumer's surplus in mind, while, for the

vertical structure, only the effect of effort on consumer demand matters.

Note that introducing a franchise fee does not solve this problem (actually,

only a zero franchise fee is feasible under Bertrand competition).

The manufacturer can use a competition-reducing restraint to obtain the

vertically integrated profit. One example of such a restraint has already

been mentioned: exclusive territories (together with a franchise fee, which

allows to avoid double marginalization) . Another example is RPK: the choice

of q and p fixes the service level (t>(e) = q-p under Bertrand competition.

Hence, it suffices to impose q.
= q and to pick the wholesale price p = q -

*(e").i^

Thus, we conclude that the manufacturer may want to prevent competition

to avoid effort distortion. Also, the two competition-reducing restraints

(exclusive territories and HPM) are good substitutes here (as we will see in

section 4? this is not always the case). Let us, however, already note a

difference between the two restraints: exclusive territories isolate retail-

ers from other forms of competition than price, contrary to EPK.

Let us now exfirine the new features associated with externalities in

effort. Mathewson and Winter [l 982, 1984] consider a model in which each

^ ^Quantity forcing as well is sufficient: imposing z > D(q"^,e°^) toge-
ther with a wholesale price p = q™-(})(e™) induces the retailers to choose
the right effort and price (i.e., the ones that maximize aggregate pro-
fit).
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retailer spends money to increase demand (advertising, say). But this effort

cannot be fully appropriated. A fraction of a retailer's expenses turns out

to be a spillover on other retailers, i.e., it increases their demand. In

order for the retailers to internalize this "horizontal externality", the

wholesale price must be lowered somewhat. For instance, if exclusive terri-

tories car. be granted (together with a franchise fee), the wholesale price

must fall under c, i.e., the intermediate good must be marginally subsid-

ized.

The externality argument has been invoked repeatedly in the case of

discount stores (Telser [l960], Mathewson-Winter [l983]). There, it is

argued that some (high- price) retailers supply the necessary information

about the product to the customers, who then go to low-service, low-price

stores. To encourage an adequate provision of effort (here, information) by

the retailers, competition must be reduced (eliminated) by imposing either ET

or RPM. The idea is to give the retailers a "property right on their ser-

vices", by protecting them from "unfair competition".

b2) Let us next endogenize the number of retailers and their degree of dif-

ferentiation. Koxe that if the manufacturer can control the number of out-

lets and their characteristics (e.g., location), the problem very much re-

duces to the one considered in b1 ) . The manufacturer, however, may not be

legally allowed to control the location and number of retailers.

As long as a franchise fee belongs to the manfacturer' s set of instru-

ments, the number of retailers is determined by the level of this franchise

fee plus the zero-profit (free enxry) condition for the retailers. Thus,

franchise fees are indirect ways of controlling entry (see Dixit [1983 J aiid

Mathewson-Vinter [l 982, 1 984] ) • The question of control of characteristics

(such as location) has not yet been fully studied, to the best of our know-
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ledge. The existing models are usually location models in a homogeneous

space (e.g., a circle with a xiniform density of consumers). The "principle

of maximum differentiation" holds for both competing retailers and a verti-

cally integrated structure. Thus, there is no conflict between the manufac-

turer and a fixed number of retailers as to the latters' locations. This

feature does not hold in general (see Bolton-Bonanno [19S5] for a Koael of

vertical (quality) differentiation with such a conflict. See also the above

discussion about the choice of effort by retailers). The resolution of the

corresponding conflict will depend on the set of available instruments.

• Remark on patent licensing : A product or process innovation by a firm

which does not want to use the innovation itself but prefers to license it to

other producers gives rise to vertical control problems that are similar to

the ones we have encountered. Some interesting recent contributions have

looked at the link between patent licensing and downstream competition.

Kamien and Tauman [l985] assume that there are several downstream Coumot-

Hash competitors. They show that, if the innovation is not drastic (i.e.,

not too important), it pays the innovator to license the innovation to sever-

al firms and xo use both a franchise fee and royalties, in order to soften

the competition downstream (in our terminology, p > c is desirable to main-

tain "collusion" between retailers). Gallini-Winter [l965] and Katz-Shapiro

[1984] also analyze the strategic aspects of patent licensing by one of the

downstream firms itself. We will not review this literature. Some of its

features are indeed specific to the patent licensing situation. For in-

stance, as Katz and Shapiro notice, it may be hard for the licensor to moni-

tor the licensee's output; thus after obtaining the technology, the licensee

may imitate the innovation and avoid per unit charges. In such a case, a

franchise fee is the only instrument available to the licensor. Also, the

distinction between horizontal and vertical restraints is somewhat blurred.
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as the discussion above indicates (to be complete, we should mention that

this distinction is not as clear-cut as our presentation suggests in the

manufacturer- retailer relationship — see remark 3 below)

.

c) Retail price discrimination .

In this section we give two examples of "lextbook" price discrimination

through vertical restraints. In both cases we will assume that several non-

differentiated Bertrand retailers choose prices. This is intended to avoid

the well-known problem of double marginalization and thus simplify the dis-

cussion. Also, effort is not a choice variable for the retailers.

c1 ) The first example is based on the existence of two upstream goods:

monopolistic
supply of

good 1

competitive
supply of

good 2

competitive
retail
sector

Figure 4

The first upstream good is produced by a monopolist, called the "manufactur-

er", at cost c per unit. The other upstream good is produced by a competi-

tive sector at price c' per unit. A competitive sector distributes these two

goods. For the consumers the two goods are complementary in the following

sense: the consumers must first buy one unit of the manufacturer's product

(fixed consumption). They then consume several units of the competitive
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product (variable consumption). For example, the first good can be a Xerox

machine, and the second good paper or ink or maintenance.

Consumers are heterogeneous. The "high demand" ones want to consume a

higher number of units of the second good than the "low demand" ones.

Let us first consider what the vertically integrated structure (composed

by the three levels) would do. As shown by tne theory of price discrir.inn-

tion,^^ it is optimal to charge a price p'>c' for the variable consumption

good. This allows to have the high-demand consumers pay a bit more without

discouraging the low-demand consumers.

One immediately sees that a tie-in allows the decentralized structure to

price-discriminate. It suffices that the manufacturer purchases the second

good and forces the downstream retailers to buy it from him at price p'

.

Thus, we discover a second use for tie-ins: price discrimination (the issue

of input substitution considered in a3) does not arise here, since the con-

sximption of the manufacturer's product is inelastic). Note that, as in b),

retailers' competition changes the set of instruments required to control the

structure. With a single retailer, a franchise fee and a non distortionnary

wholesale price (p=c) would be sufficient: the retailer would operate price

discrimination himself. The issue, of course, is that perfect competition

prevents direct price-discrimination by the retailers.

c2) The second example of price discrimination is based on the existence of

two distinct consumer markets with different elasticities of demand (see

Perry [l978]). The vertically integrated structure would charge two

^=See, e.g., Oi [l97l], Schmalensee [l980], Maskin-Riley [l984].
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e > c'

Figure 3

different monopoly prices for the same good. Assuming, for instance, that

the elasticity of demand is higher in the first market {t > t' ) then

m ,m
q < q .

In a decentralized structure, the vertically integrated profit can he

reached by charging wholesale prices p = q or p' = q' to retailers serving

one market or the other (assuming they are distinct), if the retailers on

each market are competitive. However, this policy is not effective if

retailers can arbitrage. The high elasticity market retailers will resell

the good to the low elasticity market ones. Then some restraint (such as

exclusive territories together with a fized fee) is required to implement

price discrimination. Or else the manufacturer can vertically integrate with

one high elasticity market retailer so as to internalize transactions at

price q , and sell at the unique price q' on the intermediate good market,

d) Interbrand competition .

To conclude, let us briefly evoke interbrand competition. As mentioned

in section 2, a new restraint which is sometimes used to "restrict" inter-
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brand competition is exclusive dealing. A manufacturer, when imposing this

restraint, must trade off the potential loss of returns to scale ^^ and the

efficiency gain for the vertical structure. The latter has been explained in

the following way: a multi-brand retailer may take advantage of the manufac-

turer's advertising expense to attract consumers and induce the latter to buy

his competitor's products (which, presumably, do not incur such overall ex-

penses and thus can afford to give a higher profit margin to the retailer).

Thus, exclusive dealing is seen as giving the manufacturer a "property right"

on his promotional expenses (see Marvel [1982]).

Other vertical restraints may be used to reduce interbrand competition.

Rey-Stiglitz [l985] show that, exclusive territories for example, reducing

intrabrand competition at the retailers' level, induce a decrease in inter-

brand competition at the manufacturer's level. The basic idea is that reduc-

ing retailers' competition decreases the elasticity of the demand perceived

by the manufacturers, whereas in the case of perfectly competitive retailers,

the manufacturers directly compete with each other.

It has also been suggested that RPM can help competing manufacturers

sustain collusion, by reducing the efficacy of secret wholesale price cuts

(Telser [l96o], Posner [l977]).

We conclude this section on control problems with three remarks:

Remark 1 : Bespite the very primitive nature of its models (absence of uncer-

tainty) , the control literature has been very successful in deriving

^^For instance, selling several brands or products may increase the

retailers' employment; and it saves search costs to the consumers.
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indications for business strategies and in destroying a number of apparently

appealing, but fallacious arguments. '' It has been very successful (and

maybe too successful) in showing that vertical restraints need not hurt the

consumer, and a fortiori , need not reduce aggregate welfare.

Hemark 2 : This survey of the control literature is, of course, an incomplete

one, whose only goals are to illustrate the methodology and some basic intui-

tions. Had we enriched our model further, we would have introduced other

types of restraints. ^° And we would have introduced new roles for the the

verticals restraints analyzed above. ^'

Remark 3 : We have not yet mentioned the link between vertical restraints and

collusion between retailers. The simplest example of such a phenomenon in-

volves two competing downstream production units which create a trademark in

order to obtain exclusive territories or RPM, and thus, transform a competi-

tive downstream market into a monopolized one. Vertical agreements are then

just a veil for horizontal collusion.

^'E.g., "EPH and exclusive territories prevent intrabrand competition
and thus necessarily raise the consumer price."

^^For instance, a multiproduct manufacturer can use "block booking", a

practice similar to tie-ins, in which advantage is taken of the hetero-

feneous consumers' cross-preferences for the manufactured goods (Stigler

1963])-

J- 'To quote a few arguments (without any judgment as to their relevance):
EPM can be used to promote the manufacturer's product image, as well as

to avoid loss-leader selling by large retailers. Tie-ins can create
cost savings in distribution; they can also be used by the manufacturer
to control the quality downstream (or can be seen as a way of obtaining
information anout the retailer's services). Exclusive dealing may simi-

larly allow cost savings (because of larger shipments). But, by pre-
venting the exploitation of returns to scale associated with multi-pro-
duct retailing, it can serve as a barrier to entry. Also, it can in-
crease the manufacturer's nroduct differentiation.
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4.. Uncertainty and vertical restraints .

a) Introduction.

In this section we analyze some new features associated with uncertainty

at the retail level. We distinguish two kinds of uncertainties: on demand

and on retail cost. I>emand uncertainty arises when the manufacturer's pro-

duct is new (or has not yet been introduced in a particular marKet), or wnen

demand fluctuates over time, or else when the competitors' strategy — and

thus the residual demand for the manufacturer's product — is uncertain.

Similarly, the retail cost may depend on local conditions (wages, other input

prices) or on technological progress. We will assume that the different

parties (retailers and manufacturer) have the same information about the

environment when they sign contracts. However, the retailers obtain superior

information about demand on their market or about retail cost after they sign

the contract and before they take actions that affect the vertical struc-

ture's targets. We thus emphasize the adjustment of decisions to the envi-

ronment through delegation.

The asymmetry of information, of course, is crucial. If the manufactur-

er ei-post observed the retailers' information, contingent contracxs could be

signed, that would specify the control solution (defined in section 3) i'or

each staxe of naxure. Under asymmetric information, however, the informed

parties' incentive to use their private information to reach their own goals

often do result in inefficiencies from the vertical structure's point of

view.

The first — and trivial — point to be made about uncertain environ-

ments is that vertical restraints may not be privately desirable any longer.

The simplest example of this is obtained from the basic structure: one manu-

facturer-one retailer. If the retailer is risk neutral, it is well-known
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that the symmetric information aggregate profit and sharing rule can be

reached by making the retailer the "residual claimant" for the aggregate

profit: a two-part tariff with p=c will do. RPM here would not be redundant

(as in section 3)» tut deletarious to the aggregate structure, because it

would destroy the flexibility of the consumer price or the retailer's effort

to cost and demand conditions.

b) A simple framework .

We present in this section a simplified version of the model analyzed in

Rey-Tirole [l985]-

In this model, a manufacturer produces a single product at constant

marginal cost c. He supplies a market summarized by a demand function D

which, for the sake of simplicity, is supposed to linearly depend on the

difference between a demand parameter d and the retail price q:

D(d,q) - d-q .

There are two retailing sites in this market, each of them being occu-

pied by a retailer. The retailers are assumed to be chosen by the manufac-

turer among a conpexitive supply of identical candidates. The manufacturer

can propose to each retailer the (same) two-part tariff (p,A), where p is the

wholesale price and A denotes a franchise fee. (We will only briefly discuss

here the different assumptions. An extensive discussion of the (strong)

informational requirements that make such contracts indeed optimal can be

found in Rey-Tirole [l985]). Each retailer has a constant marginal cost of

distribution y and accepts the two-part tariff as soon as he obxains a non-

negative expected utility of his profit.

The manufacturer is assumed to have limited information about the envi-

ronment; in particular, he can only observe, besides the wholesale price and
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the franchise fee, the quantity delivered to each retailer, whether or not

this retailer sells his product, and in some cases the retail price and his

area of distribution. But he cannot observe the actual quantity sold by a

retailer in the market, the demand parameter d or the cost of distribution y

Bote that these assumptions are consistent with the nature of the contracts

(two-part tariffs) which are allowed: as the manufacturer cannot observe the

quantity effectively sold by a retailer to consumers, non linear pricing is

no longer available, as then the retailers could set up a secondary market

for the good; the manufacturer can, however, impose a franchise fee as he is

informed whether the retailers carry his product or not.

Let us now describe the environmental uncertainty. Ve only consider now

iincertainty which affects in the same way the whole market, i.e., the two

retailers. They are, therefore, still identical once the uncertainty is

resolved (somewhat similar conclusions hold in the case of independent

"idiosyncratic" retailer uncertainty. We focus on market uncertainty

because it leads to pure Bertrand competition).

¥e defined two types of uncertainty:

i) Demand uncertainty: The demand parameter d is assumed to be a ran-

dom variable with support [d_,3], where d_ > c+y. We note d = E(d)

, 2 _ ^, , ,e,2
and o, = E(q-q ) .

a

ii) 5£i^i^ cost uncertainty: the constant marginal cost of distri-

bution y is assumed to be a random variable distributed on [x»t]»

where d > c+y . Again, y = E(y) and a = E((y-y ) ) .

The density distributions of d and y are independent and imown by both
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the manufacturer and the retailers. The realization of uncertainty (d and y)

is observed by the retailers after their contracts are signed, but before

they make their pricing decisions.

The manufacturer is assumed to be risk-neutral, which can be justified

if he supplies a large number of statistically-independent markets. Two

alternative, polar, assumptions will be made aoout tne retailers' risk-aver-

sion: risk neutrality, in which case they only care about the expected value

of their profit, or infinite risk-aversion, in which case they only care, ex-

ante, about their profit in the worst possible outcome (this last assumption

could also correspond to the case where the retailers learn the realization

of uncertainty before signing the contract: if then the manufacturer wants

to trade with all possible retailers, he must base his contract on the most

unlucky of them. Alternatively one could assume that the retailers may go

bankrupt when they realize they will lose money). Many of the results can be

extended to general utility functions. The consumers' welfare is measured by

the expected value of their surplus, defined by:

S(d-ci) = /^ D(d-p)dp =
J (d-q)^ .

The social welfare will be taken to be the sum of the ex-ante manufac-

turers', retailers' and consumers' welfare:

i=2
V = E(njj) + I v(n^) + E(s),

i=1

where

:

• \ = (p-c)D(d-q) + 2A represents the manufacturer's profit;

n~ = (q.-p-Y)D - A represents retailer i's ex-post profit (i=1,
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•

2), and D the demand he faces. 11^ is (ei-ante) a random variable;

V( •) may be E( •) — the expected value of the variable • (risk

neutrality) — , or Min( •) — the minimal value (extreme risk

aversion)

;

1 P
• E(S) = E{ -p (d-q)

} ; the expected surplus is an increasing function

of the expected value and the variance of (d-q).

Note that, because there exists ex-ante a competitive supply of retail-

ers, the retailers always obxain their reservation utilities. Thus, we need

not take them into account in our welfare comparisons.

We now analyze in this framework the respective advantages and drawbacks

of three situations: Pure Competition between retailers, Exclusive Terri-

tories assignments and Resale Price Maintenance.

i) Pure competition between retailers: We suppose in that case that

retailers act as Bertrand price competitors; hence, the retail price is al-

ways equal to the constant toxal marginal retail cost, that is, the sum of

the wholesale price p and the constant marginal cost of distribution y. This

implies that the mark-up is always equal to zero whatever the state of nature

and thus, the franchise fee must also equal zero, whether or not the retail-

ers are risk-averse.

ii) Exclusive territories assignments to retailers: We suppose in this

case that each retailer enjoys full monopolistic power in a part of the mar-

ket, say, for example, half of the market — the exact shares do not matter,

unless there is some differentiation between retailers (assigning half of the

market to each retailer is then the optimal sharing rule if they are symme-
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trie). Hence, the retailer, given the wholesale price p, chooses a retail

price which maximizes n(d,p,Y,q) »= (q-p-Y)(d-q) . Let us denote by q (d,p,Y)

and II (d,p,Y) the associated optimal retail price and profit. The maximal

franchise fees that can be recovered by the manufacturer are then equal to:

2A = 2V(lf'(d,p,Y)/2) •= V(n™(d,p,Y)) given the linearity of the function V.

iii) Resale Price Maintenance ; In this case, the contracts proposed by

the manufacturer impose , besides the wholesale price and the franchise fee

,

the retail price q. The retailers then have a very passive role: they only

have the choice of accepting or rejecting the contract. Given a wholesale

price p and a retail price q, the maximal franchise fee F which can be re-

quired from each of the retailers is, if we suppose that half of the consum

2
ers go to each retailer when retail prices are equal: A = — v[ (q-p-Y) ( d-q) ]

c) The certainty case .

Before going forward in the analysis of the respective properties of the

three above-described situations in the presence of uncertainty, let us first

remark that they are all equivalent in the certainty case , in the sense that

the manufacturer's optimal choice always induces the same maximal aggregate

profit and the same consumer surplus. In the certainty case, the optimal

retail price, from the joint profit's maximization point of view, is

q (d,c,Y) aiiti the corresponding "integrated" profit is n (d,c,Y)•

Actually, the three types of contract allow the manufacturer to achieve

this optimal integrated profit. In the competitive case, it suffices for him

to quote a wholesale price equal to p = q (d,c,Y) - y and a zero franchise

fee; then the retail price is the monopoly one and all the profits go to the

manufacturer. In the Exclusive Territories case, he can sell at marginal
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cost and impose a franchise fee equal to -r IF(d,c,Y); the retail price deci-

sion is then delegated to the retailer with the "right signal" p=c, and the

integrated profit is recovered via the franchise fee (see section 5a)).

Lastly, in the Resale Price Maintenance case, the manufacturer can mimic one

of the previous two contracts.

Hence, in the absence of uncertainxy, vertical restraints induce exactly

the same private and social welfares; in particular, the use of franchise

fees avoids the double marginalization problem in the case of exclusive ter-

ritories. In the sense of Mathewson-Vinter, two-part tariffs. Exclusive

Territories and Resale Price Maintenance are sufficient control mechanisms in

the absence of uncertainty. Therefore, the properties which we are going to

emphasize now are intimately linked to the uncertainty context. Moreover, as

we will see, they depend very much on the nature of iincertainty.

Actually, even when there is some uncertainty, the manufacturer can

always implement any desired expected value of retail price or final demand;

but problems arise with either the adaptation of these variables to

modifications of the environment or the provision of insurance. We analyze

in the next section how vertical restraints deal with these problems.

d) The uncertainty' case .

¥e now reintroduce uncertainty about the market (parameter d) and the

retail cost (parameter y). How do such fluctuations affect the agents?

• The consvimers, (who, of course, prefer a high expected consumption

(d-q) ), for a given expected value of demand (d-q) , prefer a large

variance (the net consumer surplus is convex in consumption). Hence,
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they do not want the retail price to adjust to market (d) fluctua-

tions, but want it to fully respond to modifications in retail cost

Y-

• The retailers' ex-post profit is {( d-q) (q-p-y) - a}; minimal varia-

tions of tnis ex-post profit are then obtained for a zero ni::ri<:-up,

which means that the retail price is fully responsive to the retail

cost and not at all to the demand fluctuations.

• The manufacturer would like the retail price to adjust to the envi-

ronment ( q=q (d,c,YJi which responds to a certain extent to both

market and retail cost fluctuations) but must also provide insurance

to the retailers if they are risk averse. Insurance requires q not

too far from {p^y) which is not consistent with q°q (d,c,Y)i as we

will see.

What are the properties of vertical restraints with respect to these

objectives?

Let us take the competitive situation as a reference. We saw that the

retailers' mark-up is in all states of nature equal to zero (perfect insur-

ance of the retailers) so that the retail price fiilly responds to retail cost

fluctuations and not at all to market ones (which is good from the consumers'

point of view, but not too good from the manufacturer's one).

Let us now look at Resale Price Maintenance. The retail price, imposed

by the manufacturer, responds neither to market nor to retail cost fluctua-

tions. RPM has thus the same properties as Competition in the case of pure

market fluctuations, but behaves much worse in the case of retail cost flue-
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tuations: the demand (d-q) does not adjust at all, while the mark-up (q-p-y)

fully responds.

Exclusive Territories assignments have contrasted properties. As in the

absence of uncertainty, the manufacturer can here again sell at marginal cost

and so implement the optimal monopolistic retail price relative to the envi-

ronment. On the other hand, it provides little maurance to tne retailers

and induces a less variable demand d-q •= — (d-p-y) than in the competitive

case (and than RPM when there is only market uncertainty).

These considerations will be helpful in order to better understand the

following results.^''

Proposition 1 : Suppose that the retailers have no risk aversion and that

there are both market and retail cost uncertainties. Then the manufacturer

prefers Exclusive Territories to RPM or Competition, which are equivalent

prn _RPM C
(rr > a = n ). By contrast, from the consumers' and the social welfare's

C RPM ET
point of view, Competition dominates RPM and ET (¥ > V , ¥ )

.

Proposition 2 ; Suppose that the retailers are infinitely risk-averse; then

both the consumers and the manufacturer agree on the choice of vertical re-

straints, which depends on the nature of uncertainty: for pure demand

uncertainty, competition is equivalent to RPK, and these two arrangements are

preferred to ET. For pure cost uncertainty, competition is preferred to ET,

which is preferred to RPM.

Most of these results are quite intuitive in light of the previous dis-

cussion.

20See Rey-Tirole [ 1985 J for a formal proof.
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Consider first the case of retailers' risk-neutrality: in this case,

the manufacturer wants to achieve only two objectives: avoid double margin-

alization and adapt the market price as well as possible to environment fluc-

tuations. Competition does suppress the second price distortion, and so does

RPM in the case of pure market uncertainty; but in each of these two cases,

the retail price does not adapt verj well to the environmental fluctuations.

By contrast, the manufacturer can achieve his two objectives by assigning

exclusive territories and selling at marginal cost: By so doing, he fully

delegates the pricing decision to the retailers, supplying them with the

"good" signal (marginal cost of production), and he can then recover the

expected optimal integrated profit via the franchise fees. Kence, ET clearly

dominates RPM and Competition from the manufacturer's point of view and per-

mits him to realize the vertically integrated profit.

The consumers, on the other hand, prefer a low expected retail price and

a highly variable final demand. It can be shown that in fact ET, RPM and

Competition lead to the same expected price; ^^ as we already noticed.

Competition always induces a more variable demand, and so does RPM in the

case of pure market uncertainty. This explains why they may be more socially

desirable. Finally, in case of pure retail cost uncertainty, RPM generates a

very sticky demand, and therefore is dominated by ET and Competition from the

consumers' and the manufacturer's points of view.

Consider now the case of retailers' extreme risk aversion. The manufac-

turer must now trade-off the two previous objectives with a third one: pro-

viding sufficient insurance to his retailers. Obviously, ET assignments do

not score very well on this point, as they induce some profit fluctuations at

•^This specific result relies on the linear demand function assumption.
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the retail level. On the contrary, Competition, as well as RPM in the case

of pure market uncertainty, provides perfect insurance to retailers: their

profit in the competitive situation is in each state of nature equal to zero,

and with RPM, the manufacturer can also force the retailers' mark-up down to

zero if he exactly knows the distribution cost (in the case of pure retail

cost uncertainty, RPK provides no insurance at all to retailers and iience is

still dominated from both manufacturer and consumers' points of view).

What is perhaps less immediately intuitive is the reason why, in the

trade-off between efficiency (adaption to environment) and insurance, ET are

for example, always dominated by Competition. The basic idea is that when

retailers are extremely risk-averse, the manufacturer cannot recover the

benefits of price-decision delegation; it suffices, to get the intuition, to

notice that the manufacturer can always do better than with ET by restoring

competition and charging a wholesale price equal to the ET retail price in

the worst state of nature, minus the associated distribution cost: suppose

that the wholesale price under ET is p. The maximal franchise fee A which

can be required is then characterized by:

2A = Min {lf(d,p,Y)} = lf(d,p,Y) = (^-i)(i-p-Y) ,

(d,q)

where q = q (q-I^YJ* Tiie manufacturer s profit is then;

11^'^= E {[d-q=^(d,p,r))(t^c)} - (d-i)(i-p-Y)}
(d,T)

< E {(Q-i)(i^c) + (d-q)(q-p-y)}
(d,y)
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E {(d-i)(i-c-Y)} ,

(d.r)

which is the manufacturer's profit associated to Competition between retail-

ers at a wholesale price p = (q-y)-

Hence, from the manufacturer's point of view, ET are always dominated by-

Competition and sometimes by RPK. Tnis cncice is agreed upon by the consu-

mers for the same reasons as the previous one, plus a new one; because of the

insurance motive, the manufacturer is now induced to raise the wholesale

price above the marginal cost in the case of ET, in order to lower the re-

tailers' mark-up and thus their profits' fluctuations. Therefore, the ex-

pected retail price now is higher under ET.

e) Conclusion .

The simple framework we analyzed shows us that uncertainty about a ver-

tical relationship environment may drastically affect the optimal type of

contract they must use.

It appears that vertical restraints such as Resale Price Maintenance or

Exclusive Territories assignments are not substitutes and have specific pro-

perties which depend on the very nature of uncertainty. It even may be the

case that these vertical restraints are not privately desirable: a manufac-

turer may prefer his rexailers to be Berxrand price competitors rather than

assigning them exclusive territories or retail price requirements when these

retailers acquire some private information.

It also appears that such vertical restraints may be socially undesir-

able, even if industrial partners want to use them. In the model we just

analyzed, competition between retailers was always socially preferred to
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exclusive territories and was at least equivalent, from the consumers' and

social welfare points of view, to resale price maintenance. Hence the legal

implications of such an analysis are involved. Recently, some authors have

suggested that vertical restraints, unless they are used to enforce a deal-

ers' cartel, ought to be legal per se . The analysis we discussed in this

section clearly does not support this clam, but would rather favor a rule of

reason. Of course, such a rule of reason assumes sufficient antitrust au-

thorities' information, which is not always the case: the informational

problems we evoked above are likely to be even more important for these auth-

orities. Although our discussion may provide some guidelines for the appli-

cation of the rule of reason, a lot of work remains to be done in this domain

in order to define more precise criterions.

Lastly we should note that, by assuming that the retailers learn infor-

mation before choosing actions, we emphasized the use of decentralized infor-

mation to adjust to the environment. Had we assumed that uncertainty

occurred after the choice of actions (or were not observed by then), the

analysis would have been somewhat closer to that of control environments.

5. Private information at the contracting date .

In section 4-, we assumed that the retailers obtained superior informa-

tion about demand or cost after signing their contracts, and more generally

that contracts were signed under symmetric information. But, when signing

the contract, the manufacturer may have superior information about aggregate

(as opposed to local) demand for his product, say; and the retailer may have

superior information about local demand or about his efficiency in distribut-

ing the product (private information on the retailer's side is particularly

relevant for renegotiated contracts).
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There exists a literature on regulation under asymmetric information

(see footnote 2). This literature analyzes the basic framework studied in

3a). In the terminology of this paper, the manufacturer offers a contract to

a single retailer. The retailer has private information about retail costs

usually. The manufacturer tries to induce the retailer to choose the right

consumption price or effort without giving him too much money (i.e., trie

manufacturer trades off the achievement of the vertical structure's targets -

- which can be obtained by making the retailer the residual claimant, but

which leads to too small a profit for the manufacturer, since the franchise

fee cannot discriminate between the potential informations of the retailer —

and the limitation of the retailer's informational rent). This literature

has been developed in a regulatory context, and has not yet been extended to

include features that are more specific to the manufacturer/retailers

relationships.

The manufacturer may also have private information when offering a con-

tract to a retailer, as we noted above. Then the very proposal of the con-

tract reveals information about the manufacturer's state of knowledge. Sup-

pose, for instance, that the manufacturer has private information about the

demand a single retailer, say, will face, and that he offers a two-part

tariff (franchise fee A plus wholesale price p - the retail price can not be

monitored; and furthermore, there is arbitrage). Clearly, the manufacturer

would like to convince the retailer that demand is high in order to extract a

high franchise fee. A credible way to do so when demand is indeed high is to

offer a wholesale price p that exceeds the marginal cost c in exchange for a

low franchise fee. The manufacturer thus "proves" that he is more interested

in variable profits, thus substantiating his claim that demand is high.^^

Hence, a distortion at the wholesale price level can be imposed even if the

^^Maskin-Tirole (unpublished notes.
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retailer is risk neutral, only for signalling purposes. ^^

6. Conclusion .

Much work remains to be done on pre-contract and post-contract uncer-

tainty to match the well-established and crucial insights of the control

literature reviewed in section 3- ^'e nave tried to show that tlie mtroauc-

tion of uncertainty yields important new insights for the theory of vertical

restraints, which ought to benefit much from future interaction with the

principal-agent approach.

Another topic worth studying concerns the dynamics of mEinufacturer-

retailer contracts. The static analyses mentioned in this paper are not

adequate to study issues such as, the appropriation of quasi-rents on

investment in specific assets and the renegotiation of contracts. These

issues sometimes play an important role, for instance in the decision of

attributing territorial protection to retailers.

^ Under symmetric information, the manufacturer would make the retailer
the residual claimant

.
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